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A B S T R A C T

Neural oscillations dominate electrophysiological measures of macroscopic brain activity and fluctuations in these rhythms offer an insightful window on cortical
excitation, inhibition, and connectivity. However, in recent years the ‘classical’ picture of smoothly varying oscillations has been challenged by the idea that many
‘oscillations’ may actually be formed from the recurrence of punctate high-amplitude bursts in activity, whose spectral composition intersects the traditionally defined
frequency ranges (e.g. alpha/beta band). This finding offers a new interpretation of measurable brain activity, however neither the methodological means to detect
bursts, nor their link to other findings (e.g. connectivity) have been settled. Here, we use a new approach to detect bursts in magnetoencephalography (MEG) data. We
show that a time-delay embedded Hidden Markov Model (HMM) can be used to delineate single-region bursts which are in agreement with existing techniques.
However, unlike existing techniques, the HMM looks for specific spectral patterns in timecourse data. We characterise the distribution of burst duration, frequency of
occurrence and amplitude across the cortex in resting state MEG data. During a motor task we show how the movement related beta decrease and post movement beta
rebound are driven by changes in burst occurrence. Finally, we show that the beta band functional connectome can be derived using a simple measure of burst overlap,
and that coincident bursts in separate regions correspond to a period of heightened coherence. In summary, this paper offers a new methodology for burst identi-
fication and connectivity analysis which will be important for future investigations of neural oscillations.
1. Introduction

Neural oscillations comprise rhythmic fluctuations in electrical po-
tential observed across neuronal assemblies. These oscillations, which
exist across a range of frequencies from one to several hundred Hertz,
dominate electrophysiological measures of large-scale brain activity. A
vast body of work suggests that an increase in the amplitude of ‘low’

frequency (e.g. alpha (8–13 Hz) and beta (13–30 Hz) band) oscillations is
a marker of increased functional inhibition whereas increased high fre-
quency (gamma (30þ Hz) band) amplitude is a marker of excitation
(Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999). Modulation of neural oscilla-
tions during both simple sensory and cognitive tasks are some of the most
robust measurements in brain imaging – for example, ballistic finger
movements generate a drop in beta (13–30 Hz) amplitude during
movement (the movement related beta decrease (MRBD)), followed by a
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transient increase in amplitude (above baseline) on movement cessation
(the post movement beta rebound (PMBR)) (Jurkiewicz et al., 2006).
Whilst the functional significance of these effects is unknown, their
importance is underlined by several demonstrations of abnormalities
across a number of disorders including developmental conditions (e.g.
autism (Buard et al., 2018)), severe psychoses (e.g. schizophrenia
(Robson et al., 2016)), and neurodegenerative disorders (e.g. Parkinson’s
disease (Gross et al., 2001)). Some light on the role of beta oscillations
has been shed by pharmacological manipulation; for example several
studies have shown that alteration of GABA levels results in changes in
beta modulation (Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2013). Further studies
have shown a direct link between GABA concentration and beta ampli-
tude (Gaetz et al., 2011). Such studies support a hypothesis that beta
oscillations are related to inhibition. However, other studies have sug-
gested that beta oscillations are related to long range connectivity
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between distal brain regions (Engel et al., 2013), with demonstrations of
large-scale spatio-temporal correlations in oscillatory envelopes
measured across the cortex (Brookes et al., 2011; Hipp et al., 2012).
Precisely how the inhibitory modulation of oscillatory amplitude helps to
drive connectivity remains unknown.

Recent work has begun to change the way that the research com-
munity thinks about oscillations, particularly in the beta band (Ede et al.,
2018). The ‘classical’ picture is that the brain generates an ongoing
oscillation whose amplitude varies over time depending on the task being
undertaken. The MRBDwas thought of as a drop in oscillatory amplitude,
whilst the PMBR represents a smooth increase in amplitude above the
resting level. However, this picture was largely a result of time and/or
trial averaging. More recent studies (Jones, 2016; Sherman et al., 2016;
Shin et al., 2017) looking at unaveraged beta oscillations, both at rest and
during tasks, have shown that rather than a smooth oscillation, the beta
rhythm is actually formed from the recurrence of discrete and punctate
events; each event can be thought of as a very short (e.g. a few hundred
milliseconds) burst of activity. These ‘beta bursts’ occur with a charac-
teristic probability, which is altered by a task. For example during
movement execution, the probability of a beta bursts becomes lower;
during the PMBR that probability becomes higher (Little et al., 2019).
This means that, when summed over large numbers of trials, bursts
combine to give the impression of a smooth decrease, followed by an
increase in oscillatory amplitude (the MRBD and PMBR). Interestingly,
Little et al., (2019) have shown behavioural relevance of bursts by
demonstrating that the timing of the last burst, prior to movement,
predicts movement onset time. The classical view of event related syn-
chronisation and desynchronization is, therefore, likely inadequate. This,
in turn, has significant implications across a range of nascent neurosci-
entific findings, including the application to a clinical setting (Tinkhauser
et al., 2017a; Tinkhauser et al., 2017b), the inhibition hypothesis, and the
interpretation of electrophysiological functional connectivity (Engel
et al., 2013). This means that much work needs to be done to understand
mechanisms and implications. For example, the methodological means to
detect single-region bursts is not settled, with most studies choosing an
empirically-derived thresholding of beta band limited data. However, it’s
likely that bursts are not limited to the beta band, and a model driven,
broad band approach which, in addition to identifying bursts, can also
characterise their spectral content would provide an important step
forward.

The role of neural oscillations in functional connectivity is based pri-
marily on the concept of ‘communication by coherence’ (Fries 2005,
2015). The premise is that if neural oscillations in two separate brain re-
gions are in phase, then this provides periods of mutually high electrical
potential, which offer optimal windows for the transfer of action poten-
tials, and hence information. In resting state data, brain regions that are
highly connected would therefore be hypothesised to exhibit high coher-
ence, and this has proven to be the case with a number of studies showing
phase-locking between regions (Engel et al., 2013; Vidaurre et al., 2018).
However, other studies have suggested that temporal correlation between
the amplitudes of neural oscillations also offers a means to measure con-
nectivity. E.g. Brookes et al., (2011) and Hipp et al., (2012) independently
showed that some resting state networks commonly observed in functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), could also be observed in MEG by
correlating the envelopes of beta band oscillations. More recent studies
(Colclough et al., 2016; Liuzzi et al., 2017) have shown that whilst
network measures made using coherence and amplitude envelope corre-
lation can be similar, in individual subjects amplitude metrics are typically
more repeatable. Moreover, there is now growing evidence that
within-network functional connectivity is underpinned by coordinated
neuronal dynamics that fluctuate on a very rapid (e.g. 100 ms) timescale
(Baker et al., 2014). This implies that burst-like activity might be driving
network coordination. However, no-one has specifically probed the extent
to which bursts drive functional connectivity, and assessment of how these
bursts temporally coincide across regions might offer a novel means to
measure and interpret functional connectivity.
2

In this paper, in a subject cohort of resting state and task positive MEG
data, we assess the role of bursts in mediating connectivity. In the first
part of the paper, we introduce a method to detect single-region transient
bursts in source localised MEG data. This method, which is based upon
the premise of a Hidden Markov Model (Baker et al., 2014; Vidaurre
et al., 2016; Woolrich et al., 2013; Quinn et al., 2018) offers an unsu-
pervised and objectivemeans to identify bursts in broadband (univariate)
data. In order to ensure that we capture the full spectral profile of these
bursts, we do not constrain our model to the beta band. Insteadwe look to
detect transient spectral bursts within a broad frequency range (1–48Hz)
and compare findings to a ‘classical’ beta burst framework. Following
this, we assess the role of these bursts in functional connectivity. Spe-
cifically, we test a hypothesis that, and the extent to which, the beta band
electrophysiological connectome can be derived based upon an analysis
of coincident bursts.

2. Materials and methods

Data were acquired as part of the United Kingdom MEG partnership
programme (see Acknowledgements) and have been published previ-
ously (Hunt et al., 2018). 75 subjects took part in the study, which was
approved by the University of Nottingham Medical School Research
Ethics Committee.

2.1. Paradigms and data acquisition

All MEG data were acquired using a 275-channel CTF MEG system, at
a sampling rate of 1200 Hz. The system was operated inside a three layer
magnetically shielded room (MSR) and in third order synthetic gradi-
ometer formulation to reduce the effects of external interference. All
subjects were seated. Data were acquired during two separate paradigms:

Resting state: Five minutes of resting state MEG data were acquired;
the subject was asked to sit with their eyes-open, and ‘think of nothing.’ A
fixation cross was displayed (by projection through a waveguide in the
MSR) on a back projection screen which was placed approximately 40 cm
in front of the subject in order to give them something to focus on during
data acquisition.

Visuo-motor task: The task comprised presentation of a visual stim-
ulus – a high contrast vertical square wave grating – for a jittered interval
of 1.5 s – 2 s. Upon cessation of visual stimulation, the participant was
asked to make a single right index finger abduction. Fifty trials employed
a short inter trial interval (ITI) of 4 s, and a further 50 trials employed a
longer ITI of 8 s. As the PMBR has been shown to last in excess of 6 s (Fry
et al., 2016; Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999; Pakenham et al.,
2019) only the long ITI trials are analysed in the current work.

All subjects also underwent an anatomical MRI scan, using a Philips
7T Achieva MRI scanner (Philips) running a phase sensitive inversion
recovery (PSIR) sequence (field of view [FOV]: 240 � 216 � 160 mm3,
0.8 mm isotropic resolution). In order to co-register MEG functional data
to MRI structural data, we employed 3D head digitisation. Prior to MEG
acquisition, three coils were placed at fiducial locations on the head (the
nasion and pre-auricular points). The locations of these coils, relative to
the subjects scalp and face surface were digitised (Polhemus Inc.). The
equivalent head surface was extracted from the anatomical MRI scan and
a surface matching algorithm was employed to compute the locations of
the fiducial markers relative to the MRI (hence the brain anatomy). The
coils were subsequently energised during MEG recording in order to
localise their position inside the MEG helmet; this was done continuously
throughout data acquisition. Knowledge of the location of the fiducial
markers inside the MEG helmet enabled complete coregistration of the
MEG sensor geometry to brain anatomy. It also allowed motion tracking
of the subject’s head.

Following acquisition, data were inspected visually; 9 subjects were
removed from the resting state paradigm and 12 were removed from the
visuo-motor paradigm either due to movement (>5 mm) or artifacts in
the data. This left a total of 66 (age 38� 12; 35 female) and 63 (age 38�
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12; 34 female) subjects for the resting and visuomotor paradigms
respectively.

2.2. Source localisation

The cortex was parcellated into 78 regions according to the automated
anatomical labelling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). Each re-
gion was divided into voxels (4 mm cubic grid) and a beamformer (Rob-
inson and Vrba, 1998) was employed to generate a time-course
representing electrophysiological activity at each voxel. A scalar linearly
constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamformer was used with
covariance computed within a 1–150Hz frequency window and a time
window spanning the whole experiment (Brookes et al., 2008). Regular-
isation was applied to the covariance matrix using the Tikhonov method
with a regularisation parameter equal to 5% of themaximumeigenvalue of
the unregularised covariancematrix. The forwardmodel was based upon a
dipole approximation (Sarvas, 1987) and a multiple local sphere head
model (Huang et al., 1999). Dipole orientation was determined by rotating
the dipole in the tangential plane and finding the orientation which gave
the highest SNR. Following this, data from each voxel were weighted ac-
cording to a Gaussian function of the distance of that voxel from the centre
of mass of the AAL region (17 mm full width at half maximum) and
summed. This process, which has been used previously (Brookes et al.,
2018), resulted in a single regional timecourse of activity for each of the 78
parcels in the AAL atlas. These timecourses were then frequency filtered
between 1 and 48 Hz, and temporally down-sampled to a sampling rate of
100 Hz. Symmetric orthogonalisation was used to reduce the effect of
spatial leakage (Colclough et al., 2015).

2.3. Hidden Markov Model

In order to find single-region beta bursts, we used an HMM. Each
regional timecourse was treated independently and a univariate 3-state
Time-Delay Embedded (TDE) HMM (Vidaurre et al., 2018) was infer-
red. An HMM assumes that a series of mutually exclusive ‘hidden’ states
governs the observed region’s timecourse, such that each timepoint is
associated with one of the hidden states. The sequence is assumed to be
Markovian so that the state modelled as active at time point t is condi-
tionally independent of previous time points, given time point t-1; that is,
time point t only depends on time point t-1. An observation model links
the HMM state to the observed value in the regional timecourse. In its
simplest form, the model would describe each state by a different
Gaussian distribution, from which the observed values can be extracted.
The mean and standard deviation of each Gaussian would then define
each state. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1, where the values yt
correspond to the measured data which are drawn from a distribution
defining each state. The sequence of states is described by xt. The number
of states is defined a-priori (in the schematic in Fig. 1, there are 2 states)
and model inference would learn the observation models, and sequence
of states, from the observed data.
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a simple HMM. At each time point, t, there is an
observation, yt (the source localised MEG data) and an underlying (hidden)
state, xt. The model here assumes that each observation is drawn from a
Gaussian distribution where each state corresponds to a different Gaussian (i.e. a
different mean and standard deviation). The number of states (hence Gaussians)
is set a-priori. In this schematic example we show just two states, in orange
and blue.

3

Here we used the HMM with time-delay embedding (Vidaurre et al.,
2018) where each state is characterised by a different autocovariance
pattern defined over a specified time window (duration 230 ms). These
state autocovariance patterns contain the spectral information of the
signal when that state is active.

The model inference was undertaken using a variational Bayesian
method which seeks to minimise the free energy of the system. For each
separate regional timecourse, we assumed 3 states (though if insufficient
evidence for a third state existed, the model was able to collapse to 2
states). Although the rest of this paper relates to our 3-state model, results
from a 6-state and a 10-state model can be found in the supplementary
information. The output of the model was therefore a set of 3 state
timecourses, each representing the probability of a region’s timecourse
existing in a specified state at any time point. We then measured the
correlation between these state probability timecourses and the ampli-
tude envelope of beta oscillations in the same brain region (estimated by
applying a (Morlet) wavelet transform to the regional timecourse and
extracting those values corresponding to the 13–30Hz frequency band to
derive the instantaneous envelope). The state whose probability time-
course correlated highest with the beta amplitude envelope was taken to
represent the ‘transient spectral burst state’. This burst probability
timecourse (which reflects the inherent uncertainty in the model) was
then binarised; where the instantaneous probability of being in the burst
state was greater than two thirds, we assumed the state had been entered
and that a burst had begun. (In post-hoc analyses we also tested a
threshold probability of ½.) This is an improvement over a traditional,
heuristic approach (thresholding the beta envelope) in two ways. First,
the burst identification is not based purely on the amplitude timecourse
of an a-priori specified frequency band, but on a generative model of
bursting across a broader frequency range. This allows us to examine the
full spectral profile of bursts without assuming that the only interesting
part of their spectrum falls within the beta band. Second, the thresh-
olding is more principled, being based on the actual probability of being
in a burst state.

2.4. Burst parameters and comparison to established methods

Having applied the HMM, we sought to examine the characteristics of
the state visits (i.e. the bursts), and how they vary across brain regions.
To this end we used the binary timecourses associated with the burst
state, alongside the regional timecourse data, to determine four burst
‘features’:

� Burst duration: The time that a region spent in the burst state, on
each visit.

� Burst amplitude: The maximum value of the beta envelope during
each visit to the burst state.

� Frequency of occurrence: The number of visits to the burst state
normalised by time.

� Burst interval: The length of time between visits to the burst state.

Each of these values was measured independently for each region and
subject, and the values were averaged over subjects and plotted as a
function of cortical location (i.e. AAL region). For resting state data, these
values were recorded as a time average over the entire 5 min resting state
recording. For the visuo-motor task data, they were measured in three
windows; during the movement related beta desynchronization, the post
movement beta rebound, and a ‘rest’ period at the end of each trial. These
windows were taken, approximately, to be 0–1 s (MRBD), 1–3 s (PMBR)
and 4–7 s (rest) relative to the offset of the grating, however they were
also allowed to modulate, independently for each trial, according to
when the bursts actually occurred. I.e. when a burst fell at the edge of a
time-window, the window was extended to include that burst. Similarly
we extended the MRBD window to capture the time between the edge of
the window and the occurrence of a subsequent (or previous) burst.
These burst-modulated time windows are shown alongside our results for
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completeness. For each subject, this procedure resulted in 16 measure-
ments (4 burst parameters, each measured in the resting state and in 3
separate task windows). We used a Wilcoxon non-parametric rank sum
test in order to statistically test for a difference in burst parameters be-
tween the resting state and the task. To correct for multiple comparisons,
the Bonferroni correction was applied: because three tests were
computed (one for each window - MRBD, PMBR and rest) for each of the
four burst parameters, the significance threshold was divided by twelve
and reduced from 0.05 to a corrected value of 0.0042.

We sought to compare our HMM derived broad-band (1–48 Hz)
bursts, to a more conventional beta band thresholding approach, in order
to test the extent to which the HMM was identifying the same bursts as
the established method. To this end, using resting state data, we took the
mean corrected beta (13–30 Hz) envelope of a single region (left sensory
cortex) and applied three different thresholds (1.5, 2.5 and 3 times the
standard deviation (measured independently for each subject)) in order
to get a binary timecourse showing periods of high beta amplitude (the
thresholded beta bursts). We then quantified the percentage of over-
lapping bursts picked up by both the HMM and thresholding techniques;
the percentage picked up by the HMMonly, and the percentage picked up
by thresholding only. These values were measured independently for
each subject and averaged over subjects. The broad-band nature of our
HMM implementation also enabled us to characterise the spectral prop-
erties of these bursts in both the resting state and visuo-motor task data.
This was done using a state-specific multitaper analysis (Vidaurre et al.,
2016), resulting in a single spectrum for each state and each subject, in
each location in the brain. Spectra were averaged and plotted alongside
the standard error over subjects.

2.5. Measuring functional connectivity

In order to measure functional connectivity, we assessed relationships
between all possible pairs of regional timecourses from the 78 AAL re-
gions; this method results in 3003 measures of inter-regional functional
connectivity. We quantified functional connectivity in two ways:

1. Amplitude envelope connectivity (AEC): AEC (Brookes et al., 2011;
de Pasquale et al., 2010; Hipp et al., 2012) is a well characterised
connectivity measure in which the Pearson correlation between
oscillatory envelopes is measured. Here, we calculated AEC in the
theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz), low gamma
(30–48 Hz) and high gamma (48–70 Hz) bands. Following frequency
filtering, the envelope was calculated using a Hilbert transform and
temporally down sampled to 1 s. AEC was measured between all pairs
of brain regions to yield a (78 x 78 element) matrix. These were
generated independently for each subject.

2. Burst coincidence: In accordance with our hypothesis we wanted to
test whether AEC could be reproduced by simply considering the
likelihood of transient spectral bursts co-occurring in spatially sepa-
rate brain locations. In order to calculate this, for any one pair of AAL
regions, we took the binary timecourses (i.e. the outputs of the HMM)
for the burst state in each region and calculated the Jaccard index.
This index measures the intersection over union (and hence the
similarity) between two binary timecourses; larger values indicate
greater burst coincidence. This was computed for all possible region
pairs and averaged across subjects. Jaccard indices were then trans-
formed to pseudo-z-statistics by subtracting the mean and dividing by
the standard deviation (across the whole matrix).

It should be pointed out that AEC and burst coincidence are, to a
degree, related. Specifically, if we assume bursts are periods of high
amplitude beta oscillations then the burst timecourses should mirror, to
an extent, the amplitude envelope. However, a significant amount of
information from the envelope itself has been removed by generating the
binary timecourses. Therefore, we might assume that if the burst coin-
cidence and the AEC derived connectomes are in strong agreement, then
4

AEC is mainly driven by coincident bursts as distinct from lower ampli-
tude coherent fluctuations.

To assess the relationship between AEC and burst coincidence, we
generated an element-by-element scatter plot and measured linear cor-
relation between the burst coincidence matrix (which recall is measured
in the broad band (1–48Hz)) and the AEC matrices, derived in the theta,
alpha, beta, low and high gamma bands. To assess how these correlation
values compared to a null hypothesis we used a pseudo-matrix approach
(Tewarie et al., 2016; Hunt et al., 2016). We first performed an eigen-
value decomposition of the burst coincidence (Jaccard) matrix. Each
eigenvector was then randomised using a phase based technique.
Post-randomisation reconstruction yielded a pseudo-matrix, similar in
structure to the genuine matrix, but not reflecting genuine functional
connectivity. Comparison of correlation between real, and
pseudo-matrices revealed the statistical significance of the relationship.
This was done using a non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test between
real and pseudo-correlation values obtained for each subject.

In order to further investigate the contribution of bursts to AEC, we
recalculated the AEC matrix (in the beta band) having removed the pe-
riods of time during which the coincident bursts occurred – we expected
that if bursts were driving the AEC measure, then AEC values would be
significantly diminished when the bursts were removed. We quantified
the amount by which the AEC values had changed (average across the
whole matrix) and also the correlation with the coincident burst matrix.

Finally, we sought to test whether coincident bursts were also
representative of time windows of high coherence (i.e. phase-locking)
between regions. To this end, we selected 6 exemplar (interhemi-
spheric) connections across the left and right precentral, postcentral,
occipital, parietal and frontal cortices (see Fig. 6 for precise locations).
We denote these the ‘seed’ and ‘test’ regions. For these 6 connections, we
found all of the coincident bursts in both regions and, within a time
window centred on the midpoint of each of the overlapping bursts, we
measured the phase difference derivative (PDD) between regions
(Breakspear et al., 2004; Tewarie et al., 2019). PDD is a measure that
captures the stability of phase relationships between timecourses: first
the instantaneous phase of the seed and test signals is computed and the
difference between them calculated. This phase difference is then
differentiated. Values close to zero indicate a constant phase difference
(hence high coherence) and high values indicate a rapidly changing
phase difference (hence low coherence). These values were negatively
transformed (using the equation xnew ¼ e�jxj) to ensure that a high
number relates to high coherence. The result is a timecourse of coherence
between regions. Here, we measured PDD, in the �0.5 s to 0.5 s time
window (relative to burst centre) for all coincident bursts, and averaged
the results (yielding an average timecourse reflecting changing coher-
ence throughout a coincident burst). Note that we used PDD, as distinct
from simpler (and more direct) measures of phase locking (e.g. coher-
ence) because it yields a timecourse measure throughout the burst
duration. In order to contrast this with a control condition, we also
looked at ‘non-coincident’ bursts. We applied the same measure, in the
same time window, surrounding an equivalent number of bursts that
occurred in the seed region, but without a coincident burst in the test
region (i.e. non-coincident bursts). We expected to see higher coherence
for genuinely coincident bursts compared to non-coincident bursts. We
generated these measurements for all subjects, and tested our hypothesis
using a non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

3. Results

3.1. Identification of bursts in resting state data using the Hidden Markov
Model

Fig. 2 shows, qualitatively, a comparison between a simple thresh-
olding technique (Fig. 2A), and the HMM (Fig. 2B) for identifying bursts.
The probability timecourse (blue), and the binarised state timecourse
(red), for the burst state, are shown (overlaid) in Fig. 2C. Here we show a



Fig. 2. Burst detection using the Time-Delay Embedded HMM in single region resting state data. A) Beta amplitude with bursts (in red) identified using a simple
threshold technique (2.5 times the standard deviation). B) Broadband (1–48 Hz) data with bursts (again in red) identified using the HMM. C) Probability timecourse
for the burst state (blue) with binarisation overlaid (red). D) Time frequency decomposition of the data, generated using a wavelet transform. Note that A-D show 20 s
of data from a single representative subject. E) Spectra, showing the component frequencies of the three states identified by the HMM from the same single subject. The
state most closely correlated with the beta envelope (and hence identified as the beta burst state) is state 2 (red). F) The percentage of HMM identified bursts that were
matched by the threshold technique, plotted as a function of threshold itself. Two different probability thresholds on the HMM (two thirds and a half) are shown in
blue and red respectively. G) The percentage of bursts identified by the threshold technique and matched by the HMM. The errorbars in F) and G) show the standard
error over participants.
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snapshot of 20 s of data extracted from the left somatosensory cortex in a
single subject. Fig. 2D shows a time-frequency spectrogram (derived from
a continuous (Morlet) wavelet transform) of the same data segment, for
comparison. Note that despite being applied to broad-band data, the
HMM identifies bursts of high amplitude oscillations which are plainly
visible in the time-frequency decomposition and also identified using the
thresholding technique. However rather than simply using the amplitude
envelope, the HMMmakes use of the richer information contained in the
waveform shape in order to identify the burst. Fig. 2E shows the spectrum
of oscillatory frequencies associated with each of the three identified
states for this single subject. The burst state was identified as state 2,
which in this case peaks in the beta band, but is accompanied by a large
alpha band component.

The HMM and thresholding techniques are further compared, across
all 66 subjects, in Fig. 2F and 2G. Fig. 2F shows the percentage of HMM
bursts which were matched by thresholded bursts, for three different
values of threshold. As would be expected, this percentage drops with
increasing threshold, but for a low threshold (1.5 times the standard
deviation of the envelope) the vast majority (>90%) of HMM-identified
bursts were accompanied by a period of above threshold beta amplitude,
5

suggesting that the HMM is a viable way to find punctate periods of high
beta envelope. Similarly, Fig. 2G shows the percentage of threshold
bursts, which were matched by the HMM. Here, again as would be ex-
pected, the percentage increases with threshold, and we see that for a
high threshold (3 times the standard deviation)>70% of threshold bursts
are also found by the HMM. These statistics suggest that there is agree-
ment between the two methods. However as noted above, the HMM
identification of bursts is based on a model of richer spectral content
across a broader frequency range, rather than amplitude in a predefined
frequency band; and further, the thresholding in the HMM is more
principled, by being based on the actual probability of being in a burst
state (which has a marked tendency to have values either very close to
0.0 or very close to 1.0). This is demonstrated by a comparison between
two different probability threshold values as shown in Fig. 2F and 2G.
Changing this probability value from two thirds to a half makes no sig-
nificant impact.

Fig. 3 shows the properties (duration, amplitude, frequency of
occurrence, and interval) of the HMM identified bursts as a function of
cortical location, in the resting state. The upper (brain) plots show the
mean burst parameters (across subjects). The lower (line) plots show the



Fig. 3. Resting state burst statistics. Averaged burst duration, frequency of occurrence, amplitude and interval time across the cortex. The brain plots show the mean
values as a function of AAL region. The line plots show the same information, but the error bars allow visualisation of standard error in each measurement
across subjects.
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same thing, but include error bars to enable visualisation of the variation
in burst parameters across subjects (note that in general, the variation
across subjects is small compared to the regional variation). Generally,
we observe that the parietal, occipital and temporal regions generate
fewer bursts of longer duration compared to the frontal regions, which
tend to generate more bursts of shorter duration. Consistent with the
known role of beta in the sensorimotor system, the highest amplitude
bursts appear in the primary sensorimotor cortices with the lowest am-
plitudes in the frontal regions. Interestingly, the time between bursts is
also longest in the sensorimotor cortices. On average, the burst durations
were found to be of the order 300 ms. However, this is also a function of
model parameters (see supplementary information).
3.2. Burst dynamics during a visuomotor task

Fig. 4 shows results of the HMM burst analysis in our visuomotor task
data. Fig. 4A shows the difference in burst frequency between a window
encapsulating the beta rebound (1s to 3s relative to visual stimulus offset
(modulated, on a trial by trial basis, by neighbouring bursts)), and a
window capturing the MRBD (0s to 1s (also modulated by neighbouring
bursts)). The spatial signature is clear with a peak centred on the
contralateral primary sensorimotor area as would be expected. Plots 4B
to 4E relate to this peak region. Fig. 4B shows a raster plot of the binary
timecourse for the burst state, extracted from the left primary sensory
cortex. The x-axis represents time, and the y-axis represents trials. All
subjects have been concatenated (vertically) and time zero corresponds
to the offset of visual stimulation. As shown, the burst state displays a
greater likelihood of occurrence during the PMBR window compared to
rest, whilst in the MRBD window, the burst state is less likely to occur.
These relationships are formalised in Fig. 4C which show the burst pa-
rameters in the three windows associated with the task, as well as in the
resting state data. Note here that the distribution represents all bursts in
all subjects; the black line shows the mean value, and the red line denotes
the median. In agreement with the raster plot, and previous results (Little
et al., 2019) we see a marked drop in burst frequency during the MRBD
6

compared to PMBR (or indeed rest and resting state). As would be ex-
pected, decreased burst count is accompanied by decreased duration and
increased interval between bursts during the MRBD. Interestingly, there
is relatively little change in the burst amplitude in the three different
windows of the task. There are also substantial differences between the
bursts occurring in resting state and the bursts occurring in the visuo-
motor task data. The bursts detected in the rest window of the visuo-
motor task are significantly longer than bursts occurring in the resting
state; there are also fewer of them, with a shorter interval time. Fig. 4D
shows the average frequency spectrum of the burst state across subjects
in both the resting state and task data – note the pan-spectral nature of
these bursts. Note also the difference between the two spectra; the
spectral content which characterises the bursts appears to change with
task. Fig. 4E shows the burst-modulated time windows for all trials.
3.3. Transient spectral bursts and their role in functional connectivity

In Fig. 5 we compare burst coincidence with AEC as a means of
investigating the whole brain resting state functional connectome.
Fig. 5A shows the result of our AEC analysis, applied to beta band data.
The matrix shows all-to-all functional connectivity (averaged across
subjects), whilst the brain shows the strongest 20% of connections; the
colour and width of the lines represent the magnitude of individual
connections (i.e. the envelope correlation values between regions) whilst
the radius of the grey circles represents connectivity strength between
that region and the rest of the brain. As would be expected from previous
studies (Hunt et al., 2016), connectivity measured in the beta band is
strongest in the sensorimotor, posterior parietal and visual areas. Fig. 5B
shows the results of our coincident burst analysis. The elements of the
matrix represent a measure of burst coincidence (estimated using the
(pseudo-z-transformed) Jaccard index; i.e. the intersection over the
union (and hence the similarity) between two binary burst timecourses)
between AAL regions. The brain plot shows the top 17% of inter-regional
coincidence values. There is a clear similarity between the beta AEC and
broadband coincident burst results and this is shown quantitatively in



Fig. 4. HMM identified bursts during a visuomotor task. A) Image showing the difference in the frequency of burst occurrence between the PMBR and MRBD
windows. Notice that, as expected, burst frequency increases most in left sensorimotor cortex. B) Raster-plot showing the occurrences of the burst state for all trials in
all subjects. C) Violin plots showing differences in burst parameters (duration, frequency, amplitude and interval time) in the three separate task windows, and in
resting state (RSTST) data. The stars above the violin plots indicate a significant difference (with a corrected p-value<0.05) in burst parameters when compared with
resting state. D) mean spectrum of the burst state, averaged over subjects, for both resting state (left) and task data (right). The shaded area indicates the standard error
over subjects. E) Burst-modulated time windows for the 3 task conditions, extended to include all bursts which fall on the edge of the specified windows. These
windows are shown in white and were used in the assessment of burst parameters. Panels B, C, D and E relate to the left sensory cortex.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of AEC and coincident bursts in resting state functional connectivity. A) Beta band AEC averaged over 66 subjects. The matrix shows all-to-
all AEC measurements whereas the brain plot shows the 20% of strongest connections. The thickness and colour of the lines denotes the strength of connectivity and
the circles denote connectivity strength between that region and the rest of the brain (i.e. the sum in one direction of the matrix). B) Burst coincidence (estimated using
the Jaccard index in the broad (1–48 Hz) band, and transformed to a pseudo-z-statistic). Again, the matrix shows all-to-all connections and the brain plot shows the
highest 17% of connections measured. Note similarity between (A) and (B). C) Correlation between the connectome measured using coincident bursts, and AEC
measured in all frequency bands. The bar chart shows average values and the error bars show standard error over subjects. The dotted red lines indicate the ‘null
correlation’ values that would be obtained if the structure of the coincident burst matrix were in fact random. The stars indicate where there is a significant difference
(p < 0.05) between the ‘null correlation’ and actual correlation values. The scatter plot shows the correlation for the beta band case. D) The matrix shows AEC
calculated in beta band data with all bursts removed. Note the different colour scale. The scatter plot shows elements of the matrix in (A) plotted against elements of
the matrix in (D).
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Fig. 5C. The bar plot shows correlation between connectivity methods
(burst coincidence and AEC) for all frequency bands (error bar shows
standard error across subjects). An example of this correlation for the
averaged matrix is also shown. The dotted line shows correlation be-
tween the burst matrix and pseudo-matrices derived from eigenvector
phase randomisation; all bands demonstrated correlation beyond chance.
The result shows clearly that similar information can be derived from
AEC and coincident bursts, with the strongest similarity in the beta band.
Fig. 5D shows AEC calculated in envelope data with bursts removed. Note
that the colour scale has reduced by a factor of ten when compared with
the original AECmatrix (Fig. 5A). The left panel of Fig. 5D shows the beta
band AEC matrix and the scatter plot on the right shows AEC values,
calculated with and without bursts removed, plotted against each other.
Note that whilst some structure remains, the amplitude of the connec-
tivity values is markedly diminished compared to Fig. 5A, highlighting
the fact that much of the connectivity information is contained within the
bursts. Quantitatively, the AEC values were reduced from 0.146 � 0.009
to 0.0036 � 0.0004 as an average over the whole matrix – a reduction of
97.5%. The correlation with burst coincidence was altered from 0.33 �
0.02 to 0.076 � 0.009. Given that burst coincidence makes up a fraction
of the data (e.g. 10.52% of the timecourse in sensorimotor cortex at
resting state) but explains more than 90% of the correlation in the AEC
matrix, it is clear that bursts play an important role in driving functional
connectivity.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows resting state PDD, measured as a function of time
in a �0.5 s to þ0.5 s time window relative to the centre of coincident
(blue) and non-coincident (red) bursts. The figure shows 6 example
connections; left-right motor cortex (A), left-right sensory cortex (B), left-
right superior parietal cortex (C), left-right visual cortex (D), left-right
inferior frontal cortex (E) and left-right orbitofrontal cortex (F). As
shown, in the motor, sensory, visual and parietal cortices a coincident
burst reveals an increase in broadband coherence between regions,
which is not mirrored by non-coincident bursts, with a significant
8

difference (p < 0.05) measured in the visual and parietal cortices. This
effect was not seen in the frontal cortex. These results support the hy-
pothesis that transient spectral bursts, coincident between regions, offer
a means by which to support network connectivity via a brief period of
coherent oscillatory activity.

4. Discussion

Recent work has shown that neural “oscillations” are generated, at
least in part, via a summation of a set of punctate high amplitude “bursts”
whose fundamental frequencies intersect with the traditional bands (e.g.
beta). This new finding has paved the way for a new mechanistic inter-
pretation of the role played by “oscillations” in cognition. However, this
work is in its infancy, and even themethodological means to detect bursts
is not settled. To date, most studies have employed a simple thresholding
of band limited data, but this treats individual bands in isolation without
reference to a broader pan-spectral picture of bursts. In addition, there
has been no consensus reached on the threshold used. For example recent
studies have used: 2 standard deviations on the mean (Lundqvist et al.,
2016); 6 times the median (Shin et al., 2017); and the 98th percentile
(Sherman et al., 2016). Because of this, a more principled and broad band
approach to detect bursts would be useful.

In previous work, the HMM has been used on multi-region (i.e.
multivariate) brain data to reveal visits to short-lived transient brain
states with spatially and spectrally distinct patterns (Quinn et al., 2018;
Vidaurre et al., 2018). Here, we showed that the HMM also offers a useful
means to detect spectral bursts in single-region (i.e. univariate) data, as
an alternative to the simple thresholding approach (Shin et al., 2017).
Importantly, our use of a time-delay embedded HMM, where state
characteristics are based upon data autocovariance, means that bursts are
identified based on the temporal morphology of the signal over a broader
frequency range. This is distinct from a simple thresholding technique
where only the amplitude of the signal within a prespecified frequency



Fig. 6. Coherence underlying coincident bursts in resting state. In all 6 plots, phase difference derivative between two spatially separate brain regions is plotted as
a function of time in the �0.5 s to þ0.5 s window relative to the centre of a transient spectral burst. The blue lines represent the case where bursts were coincident
between regions. The red line represents the equivalent case for non-coincident bursts. The shaded area represents standard error across subjects. 6 example con-
nections are shown; left right motor (A) sensory (B) parietal (C) visual (D) and frontal (E–F) cortices. Brain regions are shown inset.
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range is taken into account. The new method therefore allows for the
complete spectral content of bursts to be elucidated. In fact, the bursts
identified by the HMM were not confined to the beta band, but demon-
strate a spectrally-specific shape that includes a prominent alpha peak.
This was the case even when the HMM was asked to derive a higher
number of states (see supplementary information).

Despite the differences there was still agreement between the HMM
and the simple thresholding method, with >90% of the HMM identified
bursts being mirrored by a period of high beta amplitude (>1.5 standard
deviations from the mean). Additionally, when choosing a suitably high
threshold (3 standard deviations from the mean), >70% of the bursts
identified by the threshold technique were also found by the HMM. This
shows that the transient spectral bursts identified by our HMM are (in the
vast majority of cases) equivalent to the traditional beta bursts. This is of
significant importance for future studies where, we argue, “beta bursts”
should be treated as spectral events that span multiple frequency bands.

In the resting state we see marked variation of burst parameters with
9

cortical region. Generally, the highest burst frequency, and shortest
duration was in the frontal regions; the lowest frequencies occurred across
the parietal, temporal and occipital regions. This finding could suggest a
fundamentally different functional role of bursts in the frontal areas, but
could equivalently suggest that the MEG signal in these regions simply has
lower signal to noise ratio (likely resulting from the proximity of the MEG
sensors to the scalp). Indeed the latter hypothesis is supported by a number
of findings that beta band power is highest in parietal occipital and tem-
poral regions. The highest amplitude bursts were found in the sensori-
motor regions; this is consistent with the known role of beta in the
sensorimotor system. Interestingly the longest duration bursts are
observed in the occipital lobe. Whilst the reason for this is unclear, it could
relate to the broad band nature of our HMM implementation – recall here
that the HMMwas applied in the 1–48 Hz band, and the burst state spectra
clearly covers both the alpha and beta bands. It is possible that bursts in the
occipital cortex are weighted towards an alpha dominance whereas bursts
in the sensorimotor cortex are weighted towards beta.
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Our task positive data, shown in Fig. 4, were in agreement with
previous findings (Little et al., 2019). During movement, we observe a
drop in the frequency of bursts; their duration is decreased, and the in-
terval between bursts increased, compared to both the resting phase of
the visuomotor task, and the true resting state. Conversely, during the
beta rebound, as expected we see a marked increase in burst frequency,
and also an increase in duration, with the time between bursts decreasing
relative to rest, and resting state. Fig. 4C and 4D show significant dif-
ferences between the bursts detected in resting state and those in the rest
period of the task data. It is likely that this is due to the relatively short
inter-trial interval of 8s since recent work has shown that it takes an
average of 11s for activity to return to baseline (Pakenham et al., 2019).
Interestingly, although the mean burst amplitude was higher during the
beta rebound, this increase was relatively small compared to the large
standard deviation of burst amplitudes potentially suggesting that burst
amplitude is relatively stable, and that it is burst frequency and duration
that are most affected by task performance. This finding agrees with
previous work based upon a thresholding approach, and so provides
further validation of the HMM as a means to detect bursting in MEG data.

Our connectivity findings show that the electrophysiological con-
nectome, derived using amplitude envelope correlation, can also be
generated by using a simple measure of the temporal coincidence of
bursts. Whilst similarity between burst coincidence (calculated in the
broad band) and AEC was apparent for a number of frequency bands, it
was strongest for the beta band. The beta band connectome has garnered
significant interest in recent years due to i) the resemblance of beta
networks to the canonical resting state networks observed in fMRI
(Brookes et al., 2011; Hipp et al., 2012), ii) the ability to estimate dy-
namic spectro-temporal changes in network connectivity (O’Neill et al.,
2015; O’Neill et al., 2018), and iii) synergies between electrophysio-
logical and structural data (Hunt et al., 2016). However, an implicit
assumption in much of this work was that the oscillatory amplitude
varied smoothly over time and correlations in this smooth variation
drives connectivity. While there is evidence that the amplitude envelope
of oscillations in the resting state is related to transient, bursting ampli-
tude changes from previous HMMwork (Baker et al., 2014), the extent to
which single-region transient spectral bursts dominate functional con-
nectivity has not previously been investigated.

Here we have shown that, by only taking into account the periods
when the single-region bursts from two spatially separate regions over-
lap, the same static functional connectome emerges. In other words, the
known beta connectome can be considered to be driven by coincident
bursts. This is further supported by the fact that when periods of iden-
tified bursts are removed from an AEC calculation we see a reduction in
average AEC values of 97.5%. There is a link between coincident bursts
and AEC; high values of AEC are generated by coherent fluctuations in
the beta envelope. Given that the HMMnominally pulls out bursts of high
beta amplitude, the application of the HMMmethod effectively binarises
the beta envelope, with periods of high amplitude set to one and low
amplitude set to zero. Finding the burst overlap effectively amounts to
correlating the binarised beta envelopes and therefore it is perhaps not
surprising that there is a link between burst overlap and AEC. However,
the binarisation removes much of the information content of the enve-
lope - the burst state only accounts for a fraction of the total recording
(e.g. 10.52% of the timecourse in sensorimotor cortex in the resting state
accounts for overlapping bursts). The fact that we can get practically the
same information from a simple burst analysis suggests that AEC is pre-
dominantly driven by bursts, rather than e.g. coherent but low amplitude
fluctuations which have been lost by the binarisation. However this said,
given that some structure remains in the AEC derived matrix even when
bursts have been largely removed suggests that bursts are not solely
responsible for the observed connectome.

Our final figure shows that when coincident bursts occur, they provide
a short period during which the underlying ‘oscillations’ at the two regions
involved are likely to bemore coherent. This is consistent with the findings
of (Engel et al., 2013), in which resting networks inMEGwere shown to be
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well characterised by visits to short-lived transient brain states, each with
spatially distinct patterns of oscillatory power and coherence in specific
frequency bands. This obviously lends itself to the communication by
coherence hypothesis – i.e. that the brain organises its oscillations in such a
way as to provide temporally coincident windows of mutually high elec-
trical potential within which wemight expect passage of action potentials,
and hence information (Fries, 2015). Bringing together this finding with
other work it is tempting to speculate that coincident bursts offer a means
for a broad brain network to provide some inhibitory influence on a spe-
cific region – e.g. motor cortex; the more frequent the bursts, the more
inhibition that region receives. This finding of short periods of coherence
also offers some explanation of previous methodological findings. In
general it has been shown that amplitude envelope correlation offers a
more robust way to measure functional connectivity compared to coher-
ence – at least in individual subjects (Colclough et al., 2016; Liuzzi et al.,
2017). Here we show that bursts represent punctate events, occurring on
average once per second in the resting state, which are coherent between
regions. This means that over all time (for example, in a 300 s resting state
recording), we will only see coherence for a very small fraction of that
time. It follows that estimated coherence over an entire recording would
therefore represent a less reliable measure. Conversely in the amplitude
envelope correlation case, it’s the beta bursting compared to rest which
drives the connectivity measure, and therefore it benefits from both the
periods of coherence (with a high beta envelope) and periods of no
coherence with a lower envelope.

There are a number of limitations of the current approach which
should be understood. First, the HMM requires a number of parameter
choices; these include the selection of the number of states, the length of
the window used to compute the autocovariance matrices (which char-
acterise each state), and the threshold on the probability timecourses to
select which state is “active”. It should be noted that parameter choices
are typically needed in all analysis approaches. Nonetheless, the HMM
output is reasonably robust to changing the number of states (see Sup-
plementary Fig. 1): we found the burst state spectrum remains constant
regardless of whether the model employs 3, 6 or 10 states. Also, the
spatial signatures of burst frequency, duration, amplitude, and interval
remain qualitatively similar regardless of the choice. However, quanti-
tatively the burst duration, frequency and interval times all change
significantly when switching from 3 to 6 to 10 states. This is likely due to
the mutual exclusivity assumption made by the model – but also means
that burst properties are subjective, depending on parameter choice. The
length of the window used to define our autocovariance matrices was
230 ms; this value depends on the frequency resolution one wishes to
capture. For example, making the window shorter focusses it on higher
frequency components (Vidaurre et al., 2018). So here again, a subjective
choice is required dependant on the question being asked. The value on
the probability threshold is however less subjective since, as shown in
Fig. 2, the probabilities are relatively binarised anyway. These limita-
tions on parameter choice should be considered carefully in future
studies using this technique.

Aside from parameter choice, one of the key assumptions made by the
HMM is that the states are mutually exclusive. This means that the model
is unable to cope with the co-occurrence of multiple states. We are not
claiming that this represents the true physiological nature of brain ac-
tivity. Rather, that this assumption and this method provides a useful
description of brain activity. Indeed here, we show that despite the
simplification, the binarised burst timecourses enable derivation of the
electrophysiological connectome which is in good agreement with that
derived via AEC. Of course the “true” connectome (i.e. an underlying
ground truth) remains unknown. However, it is known that AEC has
significant correlation with the resting state networks that are measured
using functional magnetic resonance imaging (Hipp et al., 2012; Brookes
et al., 2011). Given the vast literature showing the critical role played by
these networks in supporting healthy brain function, and their break-
down in a wide variety of disorders, it is reasonable to consider this as a
useful description of the connectome. The fact that these network
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connectivities can now be understood in the context of transient spectral
electrophysiological bursts, will represent an important step in our un-
derstanding of how those networks are mediated.

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that the time-delay-embedded HMM offers a
new way to interrogate MEG data, delineating oscillatory bursts which are
in good agreement with the simple thresholding techniques used in the
literature. However, unlike arbitrary thresholding approaches applied to
oscillatory amplitude in a single frequency band, here we have used the
HMM to look for specific morphological (spectral) patterns in single-region
timecourse data; in this way it provides an objective means to derive
transient spectral bursts with a meaningful threshold in broadband data.
We showed how the distribution of bursts changes across the cortex, with
the lowest burst frequencies, highest amplitudes, and highest durations in
the parietal, occipital and temporal lobes. Analysis of task data was in good
agreement with previous work in showing that the ‘classical’ movement
related beta decrease actually corresponds to a lower burst frequency, and
shorter burst duration whereas the post movement beta rebound corre-
sponds to a higher burst frequency, and longer duration. Finally, we have
shown that the well-known beta connectome, which is typically calculated
using amplitude envelope correlation, can also be derived by a simple
measure of burst overlap. Our follow up analyses suggest that when bursts
are coincident, they facilitate a period of phase locking which likely en-
courages communication by coherence. In summary, our paper offers a
new methodology for both burst identification and connectivity analysis,
which will be important for future MEG investigations of neural oscilla-
tions and their perturbation by disease.
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